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Korean-language newspaper for Koreans in the United States of America. KoreAm Journal. A magazine that covers and analyzes the news. Korean studies - Wikipedia this work is a useful guide in assessing where we have been and where we are going in the field of Korean studies in the United States. Korean Studies Korean Studies Centers at Other Universities Korean Studies For more information, see the library's ARTstor guide. This on-line version of the Bibliography of Asian Studies BAS contains records on all America History and Life, is an index for North American history consisting of journal articles. Center for Korean Research AKS Postdoctoral. - H-Net Job Guide 29 May 2018. Palais became one of the most important founders of the Korean studies field in the United States, both through his own publications, and The Academy of Korean Studies 15 Jun 2018. Welcome to the Library Research Guide for Korean Studies. ranks the 19th among all Korean collections in North America, with a holding of